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HealthBEAT Winter/Spring 2016

Contributing writers: Mason Adams, Abby Esmond, Alisha
Farris, Cassandra Hockman, Lindsay Key, Alison Matthiessen,
Leslie McCrea, Jean Robbins, Kathleen Poole, Kathleen Porter,
Alexandra Sifferlin, Sherri Songer, Espen Spangenburg, Robin
Spence, Michael Tarpey

Facebook: VTHNFE
Twitter: VTHNFE
LinkedIn: Virginia Tech Human Nutrition, Foods, and Exercise
Note: for this issue, we are reconnecting with Hotel, Restaurant,
and Institutional Management alumni from 1980-90. HRIM, now
Hospitality and Tourism Management, was an option within HNF
before becoming a department in 1988. HRIM alums, please let us
know if you want to stay on our mailing list; if we don’t hear back
from you, we will remove your address.

Last summer, Susan Hutson and Dongmin Liu led another study abroad to the
Beijing University of Chinese Medicine China where students studied medicine and
health promotion, acupuncture, herbal medicine, diets, and massage. They also
enjoyed side trips to the Great Wall of China, the Forbidden City, the Summer
Palace of Beijing, and the Temple of Heaven.

Virginia Tech does not discriminate against employees, students, or applicants on the basis of age, color, disability, gender, gender identity, gender expression, national
origin, political affiliation, race, religion, sexual orientation, genetic information, veteran status, or any other basis protected by law. For inquiries regarding
non-discrimination policies, contact the executive director for Equity and Access at 540-231-8771, or Virginia Tech, North End Center, Suite 2300 (0318), 300 Turner St. NW, Blacksburg, VA
24061.

Message from the
department head
Welcome to the second edition of HealthBEAT!
We are pleased that our inaugural issue led to alumni getting
in touch to share their stories, which are featured in this issue.
We hope this trend continues as more alumni are highlighted
in the future. With the class of 2016, we will have almost 5000
alumni, and every one of you has a story we want to share!
This issue highlights HNFE’s common theme of helping
Hulver teaches metabolic nutrition to undergraduates each fall.
others through education and research as our past unites
with our present. Two noteworthy features are Jean Robbins (p. 10), who retired in 1990, and from last summer, a student/
faculty collaboration (p. 12). Over 25 years separates their experiences, but they are connected by the shared goal of educating
people to live better lives through nutrition. In addition, two alumni (Espen Spangenburg and Mike Tarpey, p. 19) are now
working together to develop new techniques in skeletal
muscle research.
In January, we said goodbye to behavioral and community
faculty Paul Estabrooks, Jennie Hill, and Fabio Almeida (p.
9). This is a tremendous loss as we will miss the collegiality and
their contributions to HNFE. However, this provides us with a
great opportunity for new directions in research, teaching,
and outreach initiatives so we may continue our legacy of
excellence to our students. In the next issue, we will follow up
with new hires and updated department goals.
Did you know that just five days of eating fatty foods
can alter your body?
Matt Hulver tells you why: https://vimeo.com/124560911

We value and welcome your input, so please stay in touch.
Have a wonderful 2016! - Matt

A BLAST FROM THE PAST!
The HNFE Halloween scavenger hunt was revived this year, thanks
to dietetics/graduate program coordinator Michelle Smith
Rockwell (M.S. ’97) and creator Bill Barbeau, who brought this
adventure to campus from Cornell University 30 years ago.
Dr. Barbeau has always wished that someone carry on this tradition
at another university. Did you create a similar experience after
graduating, or do you have any fond memories and pictures of your
own scavenger hunts? If so, email your stories and
pictures to ssonger@vt.edu.

The first place team and their award winning pie!
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Through giving, our community of supporters,
alumni, and friends helps us respond to the health
needs of Virginians and the world. By donating to
our scholarships or our general fund, you support
HNFE students, research, department programs,
and help develop experiential opportunities.
Visit www.hnfe.vt.edu/Giving/make_gift.html,
or you may call our development officer at
540-231-3071.

Your gift will make
a difference, and
we thank you!

HNFE has four scholarships (in development or being maintained) that honor the
many accomplishments and contributions these individuals made to HNFE, their
students, families, and communities:
Chrissie Chawanje Mughogho International Education Scholarship
Mughogho (Ph.D. ’98, Outstanding Senior Alumna ’13) was a strong advocate
for the education of women and was the first woman in her Malawian village
to graduate high school. Designate “HNFE – Chrissie Mughogho Scholarship”
on the giving website.
Michael Houston Memorial Scholarship
Houston introduced kinesiology and human nutrition to thousands of
undergraduate and graduate students. His scholarship supports a GTA who
demonstrates a passion for teaching and an excitement for learning. Designate
“HNFE – Michael Houston Memorial Scholarship” on the giving website.
Forrest Thye Scholarship
Thye was a devoted teacher to both undergraduate and graduate students
for over 36 years. He made significant contributions to mineral metabolism
research, and he had advanced understanding of plasma lipid and lipoprotein
response to exercise and dietary components. Designate “HNFE - Forrest Thye
Scholarship” on the giving website.
Don Sebolt Fitness/Wellness Research Award
Sebolt’s research measured the effects of physical activity and the relation
of muscle function to physical fitness and sports performance. His award
supports student travel to a scientific conference to present research on the
health aspects of physical fitness. Designate “HNFE - Sebolt Fitness/Wellness
Award” on the giving website.

www. hnfe.vt.edu
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Recent scholarship
& award winners
HNFE Outstanding Senior 2015-16: Olivia Schwartz, a model student with a high GPA,
volunteers with numerous community outreach projects and has a strong commitment to
helping others. She also serves as a nutrition counselor and is the membership coordinator
for the Student Nutrition and Dietetics Association. Schwartz was nominated by three
faculty for her work ethic; commitment to the department, college, and community; and
her strong potential for continued success.
Cardiac Rehab Scholarship: Kathy Ingraham is also completing a
psychology minor and has a strong academic record with multiple Dean’s
list honors. She volunteers and works in rehabilitative physical care
settings, nursing homes, and physical therapy programs to help patients
with special needs.
George Oley Fund for Excellence: Marie Johnston is a member of Virginia
Tech’s track and field team, maintains a high GPA, is a University Honors
student, and was invited to join two honor societies. She also participates
in a number of volunteer activities, including the Richmond Animal League,
Athletes in Action, and the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee. At right, Marie
with her parents Susie (B.S. ’85) and Billy (B.S. ’85), and her brother and sister, Will (HNFE ’15) and Kari,
a communications major.

Carol Papillon Dietetic Scholarship: Christina Guh maintains a strong GPA
and has volunteered with several food and nutrition related organizations to gain
additional experience in the field. She plans to enter a dietetic internship program
and become a registered dietitian.
Jean Phillips Scholarship: History major Sara Evenson has used the
Peacock-Harper Culinary History Collection extensively in her research
on food history and culture. She is a scholar and museum professional
who creates food culture history programs that engage audiences
beyond academia.
Don Sebolt Fitness/Wellness Award: Tanya Halliday has a successful
academic and research graduate career, maintains a high GPA, and has
a strong social media nutrition following (@NutritionNerd). She will be
attending and presenting at two different scientific conferences this year.
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FULL CIRCLE : NATURE DOES IT RIGHT

L

ocally
grown
food
and
sustainability were the top two
customer priorities reported in
the
National
Restaurant
Association group’s annual poll of
American chefs. “This is not a passing
fad,” said B. Hudson Riehle, the research
director for the group, “and it’s only
going to get stronger.” (New York Times
July 2014)
Today, organic and sustainable
agriculture are becoming household
words as consumer demand
increases for healthier and fresher
foods. Yet producing food the way
some feel nature intended is not an
easy process as it requires fertile land
and quality soil, which may take years
to develop. And to truly succeed, one
also needs the desire and motivation
for a better way of life for people and
animals.
www. hnfe.vt.edu
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That’s exactly what happened with
Todd Morse (B.S. ‘86) and his wife Lisa
Gravitte Morse (PHED ‘83, minor HNF
‘85). While students at Virginia Tech,
the couple studied nutrition, hotel
and restaurant management, and
physical education, and today, they are
running a sustainable farm and a bed
and breakfast in Pilot Mountain, North
Carolina. Their family farm produces
the best quality meats, fruits, and
vegetables they can grow, and at their

bed-and-breakfast, guests enjoy
peaceful lodging with breakfasts
made from their own farm-to-table
food.
It’s taken many years to get them
where they are today. Todd had
held various food service and
health-related positions as a cook,
baker, dining room manager, senior
production manager, chef, and
associate director. Over time, he

became increasingly aware of the
distance food traveled and realized
how nutrient deficient it was. Lisa, while
raising and teaching their children,
studied naturopathic medicine with
Trinity College of Natural Health. After
attending several family economic
conferences, their dream to grow
and produce the healthiest and most
nutrient dense food possible was
born, and they knew it required a
sustainable approach. Family land
became available in North Carolina,
and everything fell in place for them
to relocate.

AT INTENDED
WAY FARM,
MOTHER
NATURE LEADS
THE WAY
Over the last six years, they have
laid a foundation for the sustainable
Intended Way Farm and A Mighty Oak

Photos, from top left: the Morse family in front of their B&B; Lisa collecting pastured heritage breed Delaware eggs; CC,
their Jersey milk cow enjoying her hay; a winter bounty of white and sweet potatoes, garlic, lettuce, herbs, raw Jersey
milk, grass fed pastured meats and poultry, and fresh eggs. More pictures are on HNFE’s Facebook page.
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Bed and Breakfast. These endeavors changed
all aspects of their life, and the foods they
produce are an asset to the community and
help meet the growing demand for organic
food and pasture-raised meats.
Now, with the infrastructure in place and
over five years of hands-on experience, they
are ready to develop a third phase: providing
nutrition, health, and farming conferences.
Their dream, although still in process, is
coming full circle as their life is lived according
to their faith for animal husbandry, food,
nutrition, and relationships.

Come and enjoy a weekend stay at A Mighty Oak
Bed and Breakfast, observe a sustainable farm in
operation, and experience the deliciousness of
fresh farm-to-table breakfasts. Or support your
local farmer and stop by their store on Mondays
and Thursdays (9 - 11 a.m., 2 - 4:30 p.m.) located
at 513 Burge Road, Pinnacle, N.C. 27043.
Contact the Morse family at
info@ourchosenheritage.com,
www.ourchosenheritage.com, and
OurChosenHeritage on Facebook.
Note: The college offers a popular minor in civic
agriculture and food systems, which will be
featured in the next issue.

A Mighty Oak Bed and Breakfast
lies at the foot of Pilot Mountain and
has inspiring views of the Blue Ridge
Mountains. Each unique suite has a
private bath and sitting room; guests
enjoy truly local food grown and
produced at their farm.
Intended Way Farm is a sustainable
livestock farm where beef and dairy
cows, heritage breed pigs, chickens,
and turkeys roam freely in their
natural environment, eating nutritious
grasses and other plants their bodies
are designed to digest. In addition
to dramatically improving animal
welfare, pasturing also helps reduce
environmental damage with yields
containing superior nutrition. This
lifestyle provides access to fresh air and
sunlight while eliminating the need for
antibiotics.
Todd with Gray Gal, their bottle fed heifer

www. hnfe.vt.edu
www.hnfe.vt.edu
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Arrivals &

DEPARTURES

The Family Nutrition Program welcomed project
assistants Ashley Songer and Elaine Meredith
(B.S. ’15), who are working with the Food, Fun, and
Families project funded by the USDA Agriculture
and Food Research Initiative. Elena Serrano is
the primary investigator for the Virginia phase, a
five-year project translating studies on portion
size, reducing solid fats and added sugars, and
food parenting into community practice and
programming. Developed in partnership with
colleagues from Temple University, FFF is currently
being taught by FNP assistants across Virginia.
Using facilitated dialogue techniques, FFF helps
mothers of preschoolers build skills and offer
their children healthy snacks and foods, set limits,
and establish a healthy foundation for interacting
around food. Preschooler diets are assessed
before and after the six-session intervention.

Ashley Songer and Elaine Meredith with FFF plates, cups, and utensils; they also
demonstrate how much total sugar beverages contain.

Megan Lusk joined HNFE this past fall as an office
assistant. She previously worked in the biological
sciences department on campus.
Last fall, Alisha Farris (Ph.D. ‘15) joined HNFE
as a research assistant professor. Her focus is
community nutrition and public health; schoolbased nutrition and childhood obesity; national
and international food security; and maternal,
infant, and child nutrition. See p. 14 for more on
her research.

Alisha Farris (in front at left) conducted
research in Madagascar last summer.

Megan Lusk

Kevin Wogenrich is HNFE’s new academic
advisor; he previously held a residential learning
coordinator position at Virginia Tech.
Paul Estabrooks, Jennie Hill, and Fabio Almeida
are now with the University of Nebraska Medical
Center College of Public Health. Estabrooks
holds an endowed chair as department head of
health promotion, social, and behavioral health.
Hill is associate professor in the Department
of Epidemiology with UNMC and has a joint
appointment with the Gretchen Swanson Center
for Nutrition. Almeida is an associate professor
with HPSB; his wife Fabiana Silva will complete her
Ph.D. with HNFE this spring.

Kevin Wogenrich

Fabio Almeida, Fabiana Silva, Paul Estabrooks, and Jennie Hill
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Jean C. Robbins:

Extension agent extraordinaire!

Robbins co-authored “Dear Nannie...yours devotedly,
Charlie” with Gail McMillan after three years of research.

Jean Robbins has been a hospital dietitian, an Extension
home economist and specialist in foods and nutrition, a
public health nutritionist, a consultant, and a published
author. She retired from Virginia Tech in 1990, and for the last
25 years, has been active in volunteering, writing, conducting
research, and continuing her lifelong approach to education:
no matter how old, you can always learn.

A

fter graduating high school and Winthrop College (now
Winthrop University), Jean Robbins left her close-knit
family and the then small town of Rock Hill, South Carolina,
for a dietetic internship with the Medical College of Virginia. The
12-month program (compared to nine months today) provided
lifelong connections which benefited her entire career; she also
her future husband, Malcolm.
Her next step was completing a master’s degree in public
health with the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
After she graduated in 1962, the couple moved back to Virginia
where Robbins first worked with the Roanoke County Health
Department and then as an Extension agent with Roanoke
County.
She then spent three years as a nutrition specialist and assistant
professor in HNF. However, required travel with teenagers did
not mix well, so she returned to being an agent, this time with the
city of Roanoke. Responsible for nutrition education programs,
which included the Expanded Nutrition Education Program, she
also supervised numerous dietetic and graduate students for
field experiences in community nutrition education.
www. hnfe.vt.edu
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Robbins
received
the Kolbe
Distinguished
Dietitian award
at the VDA
meeting in 1972.

At the age of 50, Robbins began her Ph.D. with HNF and was the
oldest graduate student in the department. Her innovative DialA-Dietitian dissertation project offered sound nutrition answers
provided by registered dietitian volunteers; the Roanoke Times
featured a weekly column with these responses. Dial-A-Dietitian
was presented at two national meetings, and the American
Dietetics Association (now the Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics) used her policy and procedure manual as a model.
Other state and nationally recognized nutrition education
programs Robbins led were Weight-Control-By-Mail, the
American Heart Association Heart Healthy series featured
on WBRA-TV, and a pregnant teens nutrition program. Her
philosophy for successful nutrition education programs was
simple: know and involve your community, hide bias opinions,
and keep to the scientific facts. Her advice is enduring, regardless
of how much time has passed.
HNFE and Virginia Cooperative Extension thanks Robbins for her
many years of service to the commonwealth, Virginia Tech, and the
department. She has been honored with numerous outstanding
awards and commendations for her contributions to the field
of nutrition, dietetics, and Extension; she served on the Virginia
Dietetics Association (now the Virginia Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics) board for 28 years. Robbins is also a founding member
of the Peacock-Harper Culinary History Advisory Committee. She
would enjoy hearing from her former students and colleagues;
email her at jrobbinsj@gmail.com.

VCE Family Nutrition Program

Farmacy Garden
While most doctor’s prescriptions are written
for pills and other medications, some patients
from the New River Valley Community Health
Center are scripted a healthier option: go to
the district’s Farmacy Garden and sign up for
physical activity, fruits, and vegetables.
How does the garden grow?
It’s simple: participants learn to grow fruits and vegetables
in a container garden! Partners are VCE, FNP, the New River
Valley Health District, and the Christiansburg Federally
Qualified Health Clinic.
What does the garden offer?
Health and wellness education, fruits, and vegetables that
low income residents of Montgomery County do not have
access to otherwise.
Who are the patients and when is the garden open?
The New River Valley WIC clinic and FQHC patients are
encouraged to participate in the garden, which is open
from May through September. Clients receive fruits and
vegetables in exchange for time worked in the garden;
physicians also write “garden prescriptions” to those who
need exercise and nutrition knowledge.
What are garden prescriptions?
1. Work in the garden with volunteers in exchange for
produce.
2. Join a walking club, then meet at the garden and
walk to the farmer’s market.
3. Participate in SNAP-Ed nutrition classes.
4. Sign up for an online nutrition newsletter.
Is the garden a success?
Yes, it has been a successful collaboration in service
learning and education! Health service providers
throughout Virginia are also planning similar gardens.

Contact FNP’s community nutrition coordinator Meredith Ledlie Johnson
for more information about the Farmacy Garden at meredil@vt.edu.
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Changing lives,

one vegetable at a time

Jumelle Tsifanay (translator), Keely O’Keefe, Claudien Razafiarimanana (translator), Alisha Farris, and Rachel Berman

L

ast summer, research assistant professor Alisha Farris
(Ph.D. ’15) explored food insecurity and access, dietary
diversity, nutritional status, and food beliefs of the
Betampona community in Madagascar along with HNFE
students Keely O’Keefe (a Fralin Summer Undergraduate
Research Fellow) and Rachel Berman.* The group collected
baseline data on the most vulnerable populations in
developing countries: women and children.
Farris discovered food diversity was almost non-existent due
to the high cost of meat or fish and the proximity to a market.
Women and children typically ate the same foods at every
meal—rice and a leafy green vegetable—despite Madagascar
being one of the most bio-diverse countries in the world.
O’Keefe, who plans to enter the Peace Corps after graduation,
realized how hard it is to break the cycle of poverty and sickness.
She said, “More than 95 percent of the Malagasy population
www. hnfe.vt.edu
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lives under the global poverty line, which significantly
impacts the amount and variety of food consumed. Lack
of money is the biggest issue, as people sell most of what
they grow to buy rice, which is cheaper and keeps them full.
Because of nutritional deficiencies, they are more susceptible
to sickness.”

I can say with 100 percent
certainty I will always cherish
this experience, as it changed
my life.
- Rachel Berman
Connections were formed with the area Peace Corps and
Malagasy students to study diet diversity for multiple
seasons, the seasonality of available foods at markets, and

then comparing foods eaten during hungry verses
plentiful seasons. This will identify when people are
most vulnerable and help them find services and
programs to meet nutritional needs.
Farris is collaborating with colleagues from Auburn
University to return to Betampona this summer.
“We want to offer simple nutrition messages
educating mothers on the types of foods needed for
themselves and their children. For example, mothers
view green leafy vegetables as undesirable because
they are cheap and don’t fill you up,” she said. “It’’s a
great opportunity to help people understand greens
have enormous nutritional value. We also plan to
train community agents to implement education
and create appropriate nutrition interventions.”
*Note: Rachel Berman switched from HNFE to human
development (with a medicine and society minor)
after returning from Madagascar. She said, “I learned
so much about people, nutrition, and global health.
The women living in Betampona have tiny amounts
of food to feed their families and most children are
malnourished. It is devastating to see up close how
impoverished the world really is, and I hope our research
provides a positive impact on these people one day. I
can say with 100 percent certainty I will always cherish
this experience, as it changed my life.”

Markets with diverse foods are usually too expensive and
too far away to benefit the local Betampona population.
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RESEARCH BRIEFS
Associate professor Debby
Good originally taught
the second semester of
metabolic nutrition the
traditional
way,
with
each vitamin and mineral
presented in a separate
lecture.
However,
this
approach didn’t fit her
preferred “big
picture”
method, so she began
teaching how vitamins
and
minerals
interact
with metabolism as a whole. This left students without
a resource and had them seeking more information, so
when KendallHunt approached Good to write a textbook,
she agreed and “Practical Metabolic Nutrition: A Systems
Approach to Vitamins and Minerals” was born. While there
are many sources and textbooks on vitamins and minerals,
Good feels hers is unique and gives students a better
overall understanding of the intimate relationship of the
micronutrients in whole body physiology.

Probiotics vs. Prebiotics:
do you know the difference?
Prebiotics provide nourishment

for probiotics. They are non-digestible
carbohydrates that provide a food source
for the probiotics, allowing them to flourish.

Probiotics are friendly bacteria that

form part of the natural intestinal flora.
They aid in digestion of food, protect from
invasive pathogenic bacteria, and produce
some nutrients.

www. hnfe.vt.edu
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For her role in cancer
research

and

support,

associate

professor

Eva

Schmelz was featured in
Virginia

Tech

Schmelz

Magazine.
collaborated

with Chris Roberts, former
associate

professor

of

virology in the VirginiaMaryland

College

of

Veterinary

Medicine,

to

develop an animal ovarian
cancer model aimed at
discovering

the

initial

changes that would signal

Macrophages, a type of white blood
cell, are meant to eliminate microscopic
invaders. According to Schmelz, ovarian
cancer cells have redirected the function of
the macrophages so that they protect the
invaders.

the disease’s presence. She also studied the role of natural and
synthetic sphingolipid metabolites in cancer prevention as an
alternative to conventional drugs, which often have toxic and
debilitating side effects. Read more on how the Virginia Tech
community is forming a strong front against cancer:
http://goo.gl/F04y1Z

Are probiotics a new strategy
for weight loss?
A study by HNFE faculty and alumni added to the growing awareness
that probiotics may influence weight. 20 healthy men were placed
on a high-fat, high-calorie diet for four weeks; some participants
drank a probiotic shake while others consumed a placebo. The men
who consumed the probiotic had lower body mass gain and fat
accumulation than those who didn’t. Their findings show probiotics
could help with weight loss by either preventing nutrient absorption,
altering gut bacteria that leads to less body fat accumulation, or
reducing lipid absorption and impacting energy expenditure.
Read the article in Time magazine at http://goo.gl/f52BR6.

Drink your way to better health!
Whether we realize it or not, daily
drinking habits impact health. From
sugary drinks to water, what and
how much we drink each day has
a physiological price tag. Research
shows drinking sugary beverages
increases body weight, diabetes risk,
and cardiovascular disease, while
consuming water helps cognitive
functioning and controls blood sugar.
So how does an individual’s overall beverage pattern affect health? To answer that question, professor Brenda Davy and
adjunct Kiyah Duffey developed the Healthy Beverage Index, a scoring system that evaluates the healthiness of daily beverage
consumption. Using data from national health surveys, they found a higher score correlates to better cholesterol levels, lowered risk
of hypertension, and in men, lowered blood pressure. Using the index as a guide, individuals can earn up to 100 points by engaging
in healthy activities like drinking enough water and ensuring that no more than 10 percent of daily calories come from drinks.
“We know people want specific guidelines on the types and amounts to consume, so we are developing the index as either a mobile
app or a website,” said Davy.

A look inside the HBI: higher scores indicate better health!
INDEX COMPONENTS

DESCRIPTION

POINT VALUE

WATER

Water comprises at least 20% (daily) fluid requirements

15

COFFEE & TEA

Unsweetened coffee & tea comprise 0-40% of fluid requirements

5

LOW FAT MILK

Skim, low fat, and/or soy milk comprises 0-16% of fluid requirements

5

DIET DRINKS

Artificially sweetened beverages comprise 0-16% of fluid

5

100% FRUIT JUICE

100% fruit juice comprises 0-8% of fluid requirements

5

ALCOHOL

Between 0-1 drinks for women, 0-2 drinks for men

5

2% OR WHOLE MILK

0% of fluid requirements coming from 2% or whole milk

5

SUGAR-SWEETENED
BEVERAGE

0-8% of fluid requirements coming from sweetened drinks, like sodas, fruit
drinks, and sweetened coffee or tea

15

TOTAL BEVERAGE ENERGY

Less than 10% of the day’s calories from beverages

20

MEETING DAILY FLUID
REQUIREMENTS

Meeting total fluid requirements

20
Volume 2, Winter/Spring 2016
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SIPPING SMARTER, ONE DRINK AT A TIME
Residents of Appalachia consume up to four times more sugar-sweetened
beverages than anyone else in the country. High intake of SSBs are associated
with increased rates of obesity, heart disease, diabetes, and poor oral health.
As a postdoctoral associate on the SIPsmartER project, Kathleen Porter works with associate professor Jamie Zoellner to address
this public health issue in southwest Virginia, which is part of central Appalachia.
SIPsmartER is a six-month community-based program that uses group classes, personalized automated phone calls, teach-back
calls, and self-monitoring strategies to help people drink fewer SSBs. Participants learned to identify SSBs and understand the
health risks of over consumption, calculated money saved by reducing intake, identified the true messages of SSB advertisements,
and overcame personal barriers, which led to the group reducing intake by over 200 calories
a day. Due to this success, Zoellner’s research group is working with the Virginia Department
of Health to deliver SIPsmartER to more residents of southwest Virginia.
In addition, Kids SIPsmartER, an adolescent version of the program, is being tested in middle
school classrooms in Buchanan County. Students use what they learn about the possible
impacts of SSB on health, the environment, academic outcomes, and finances to create
public service announcements to help others in their community drink fewer sugary drinks.

Porter, who is also a R.D.N., looks forward to exploring her research interests on why and how
established organizations adopt and integrate nutrition and health education programs; the
personal, social, and health factors that influence how participants engage with interventions;
and how different mediation strategies impact behavior change. She received her Ph.D. in
behavioral nutrition from Teachers College Columbia. kjporter@vt.edu

GOOD FOOD CHANGES EVERYTHING
Prior to attending Virginia Tech, an experience
during Travertine Orndorff’s gap year led the HNFE
junior to her major and her desire to change lives
through nutrition.
Spending nine months working in a girl’s home in Osorno, Chili,
she discovered how the lack of quality food changed every
aspect of the resident’s lives. “Girls were mentally disabled
because they suffered malnutrition as young children, and
that should not happen in the 21st century,” she said.
Orndorff, a University Honors student, was awarded the Austin
Michelle Cloyd Fellowship, which allowed her to return to
Osorno.
“My original fellowship proposal was to go back to the
girl’s home and build a garden so the girls could grow their

Girls were mentally disabled because they
suffered malnutrition as young children, and
that should not happen in the 21st century.
www. hnfe.vt.edu
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own food and become empowered,” Orndorff said. Due
to complications, she instead created garden plans for a
primary and secondary school with the help of teachers and
a local agricultural institute. The garden will be planted and
maintained by students, and she plans to go back to Chile to
complete the project this year.
“I think of using food as a tool of solving other issues
because it is such a common denominator of all people and
cultures,” she said. “If you can produce your food in a way
that is environmentally and ecologically sensible and socially
responsible, it is all encompassing.”

ALUMNI CORNER
With degrees in exercise science and community health,
Kathleen Poole (B.S. ’86, M.S. ’87) teaches classes on sports
nutrition, epidemiology, and global health at Radford University.
She recently completed an eight-year journey to become a
registered dietitian by completing Radford’s didactic program
in dietetics. She then spent the next 20 months completing her
dietetic internship with Virginia Tech through the Individualized
Supervised Practice Pathways for doctoral degree holders; she
passed the R.D. exam last April. Poole now plans to become a
board-certified specialist in sports dietetics.
With extensive experience as a health educator in worksite
health promotion settings, she and her husband Jon (M.S.
motor behavior ’88, Ed.D. curriculum and instruction ‘91) have
served as health promotion consultants with NFL officials and
college officiating conferences that include the Big 12 and ACC.
In her spare time, Poole enjoys spending time with her husband,
also a professor at Radford, sons Kenny (B.S. ‘17) and Kyle, and
Driggs, their chocolate lab. As if the last few years weren’t busy
enough, Poole is also an assistant distance coach for Blacksburg
High School’s cross country and indoor and outdoor track
teams.

Poole received her Ph.D. in health education at the University
of Utah in 1996 and was an adjunct professor with HNFE for
six years. She has also worked as a public health educator for
the West Virginia Department of Health, Utah Department
of Health, and the Salt Lake City-County Health Department.
kppoole@radford.edu

Finishing up her bachelor’s in biochemistry, Abby Esmond
(M.S. ’15) realized plans to attend pharmacy school had lost
its appeal. It now made more sense to study how food and
nutrition impacted health compared to drugs and their
related side effects. Her personal health mantra had become
“let food be thy medicine, and medicine be thy food.”
Her undergraduate degree gave her the knowledge of how
food, vitamins, and minerals were metabolized, so the logical
choice would have been either HNFE’s clinical or molecular
programs. However, she switched gears entirely by selecting
the behavioral and community track because she knew she
wanted to work with people.
For her thesis project, Esmond worked with the Danville
Parks and Recreation department in Virginia’s healthdisparate Dan River Region. The DPR was planning to adopt
a set of healthy eating standards for after school programs;
her research examined the quality of snacks served while
also observing the type, brand, and amount consumed.
Esmond, who was also pursuing a dietetics verification
statement and had to complete the specialized dietetics
courses along with her graduate courses, said “a strength
of our department is how our faculty are very willing to
accommodate and assist non-traditional graduate students.”

Jon and Kathleen are avid runners; she has completed 19 marathons and one
Ironman, which she affectionately refers to as “the longest day of my life!”

Note: If you would like more information about
becoming a registered dietitian through the Academy
of Nutrition and Dietetics ISPPs, please contact
Carol Papillon at cpapillo@vt.edu.

Pharmacy school is a distant memory.
In January, Esmond began working in Tech’s athletic
department with Jennie Zabinsky (B.S. ’09, internship
’10) where she is helping with nutrition programs. She
plans to complete a dietetic internship and become a
registered dietitian. abbycs@vt.edu
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When her position with the VNA was
eliminated, Spence taught at a culinary
arts college and consulted with addiction
recovery centers, and in 1988, she joined
Union Memorial Hospital (now MedStar),
a teaching facility. She never intended
to work in a hospital setting, but credits
her success to many wonderful clinical
dietitians, residents, medical students,
and senior physicians. After specializing
for many years in cardiovascular health,
she now focuses on helping diabetes
patients control their disease with
nutrition counseling and meal planning.
26 years later and partly retired, she is still
enthusiastic about nutrition, even if it will
always be challenging to educate some
patients.

THE ACCIDENTAL DIETITIAN:
Robin Spence (M.S.’75)

A

s an undergraduate English literature
student at Boston University, Robin
Spence majored more in anti-war
protests than her actual major. After
graduation, and inspired by both lack
of money and Frances Moore Lappe’s
“Diet for a Small Planet,” Spence became
a vegetarian increasingly interested in
health. After migrating to San Francisco,
she knew she wanted to study nutrition,
but not as the undergraduate Berkeley
and
UC-San
Francisco
required.
Eventually, her mother talked to HNF,
who encouraged her daughter to meet
with the department. Finished with the
allure of the west coast, she headed back
east to see what she could find out.

times a day. By the start of her second
quarter, she was fully accepted and
eventually held a teaching assistantship.

During a talk with “a wonderful faculty
member” (whose name escapes her),
Spence was asked to name the vitamins,
and her reply of “A, B, C, D, E, and K” led
to the next question, “But what are their
names?” Names? What names? Spence
admits there was no reason she should
have been accepted, but HNF saw
potential. During her first quarter as a
provisional student, she worked hard and,
thanks to Forrest Thye, understood the
Krebs Cycle after hearing about it three

Following a two-year career detour
sailing up and down the east coast,
Spence knew it was time to return to her
nutrition calling. She moved to Maryland
where she started working with maternal
and child health clinics and then spent
10 years with Baltimore’s Visiting Nurse
Association. During this period, she
was able to complete her registered
dietitian credentials through a six-month
supervised work experience, an option at
that time.

www. hnfe.vt.edu
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After a traineeship with the UNC-Chapel
Hill School of Public Health, Spence
became interested in that field and
was also intrigued by department head
Ryland Webb’s international work.
She spent time in Haiti with USAID and
also went on a public health field trip
in western North Carolina with Jane
Wentworth, a favorite faculty of hers.
However, following graduation, her
first job in a public health setting was
so isolated that she left after only nine
months, disillusioned.

The Maryland Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics honored her as Dietitian of the
Year in 2014, which according to Spence,
“is pretty amazing when I think about the
route I took.” While her path to becoming
a registered dietitian was unusual, it
was full of adventures, experiences,
and people she will never forget. The
accidental dietitian is grateful that HNF
took a chance on her. And, by the way, she
did learn the names of those vitamins!
baltirobin@gmail.com

Spence has been around boats ever since her dad
taught her to sail as a teenager; she loves being
on the water.

TWO HOKIES

united by a
common research goal
graduate student, Michelle Stockunas (M.S. ’00), who was the
assistant coach for the team and a big part of its success.

Espen and wife Michelle with their sons Bryson, Zayden, and
Quincy. As a HNFE graduate student, Michelle worked with Janet
Rankin to assess the ability of exercise interval training to treat
obesity; today she is the director of education and research at the
American Society for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition.

Espen Spangenburg’s (M.S. ’97, Ph.D. ’00) experiences in HNFE
were life changing for many reasons. After completing his
undergraduate degree, he applied to graduate school with no
specific direction or goals and credits Jay Williams for helping
him figure it out. Williams gave Spangenburg the freedom to
contribute ideas and directed his research to allow questions to
develop, which is how he still approaches any task today.

Fast forward fifteen years, and Spangenburg is now an associate
professor with East Carolina University’s Diabetes and Obesity
Institute where his NIH-funded lab is developing novel
approaches with the metabolic function of skeletal muscle. He
impresses on his students how exercise improves intellectual
performance, tying his research and a love of soccer to data that
shows active kids perform better academically then sedentary
ones. spangenburge14@ecu.edu
Michael Tarpey (Ph.D. ’15) had the original intention of
becoming a sport scientist after completing his bachelor’s
and master’s degrees at the
University of Hertfordshire.
However, his desire to become
a health researcher grew with a
study abroad in the U.S. when
he realized he could combine
his enthusiasm for exercise and
health as a career.
During his time in this country,
Tarpey decided to complete
his Ph.D. and discovered HNFE
and the research of assistant
professor Madlyn Frisard. His
interests grew to mirror those
of her lab, which focused on
skeletal muscle mitochondrial
health.

The soccer team Espen and Michelle coached as graduate students.

Through Williams, Spangenburg also became involved in the
local soccer community as the head coach of a traveling boy’s
team. In many ways, his life took off like a rocket from there as
he developed a stronger sense of responsibility and maturity,
coaching a game he loved. He became more focused due to
time constraints, and as a result, was a more diligent student.
Coaching these kids and being around their parents had a huge
impact on his life. In addition, he met his future wife, fellow HNFE

An avid runner, Tarpey
completed the Hokie half
marathon last fall.

Tarpey,
who
successfully
defended his dissertation last fall, concentrated his postdoctoral
search to labs using unique approaches in skeletal muscle.
After connecting with Spangenburg, they both realized it was
a great fit; being an HNFE graduate helped sealed the deal!
Spangenburg is thrilled that Tarpey has joined his lab. “I
know from my own experience that Mike is well-trained
and had an exceptional education. I am excited to work
alongside a fellow HNFE graduate!”
Volume 2, Winter/Spring 2016
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INTERNSHIP ALUMNI
Virginia Tech’s Internship Program in Nutrition and Dietetics
is an award-winning program offering quality rotations in
the Blacksburg and northern Virginia locations.
• Graduates pass the national exam at higher rates than
the national average; the five-year pass rate is 100
percent within a year of graduation; 97.5 percent of
graduates succeed on their first attempt.
• More than 70 percent of alumni are employed in the
field within three months of graduating.
Here are some alumni who work in the growing areas of
public policy and supermarket/retail nutrition:

Hammer teaches children how to eat the rainbow for optimal health.

The lead registered dietitian nutritionist for Big Y since June
2005, Carrie Taylor (B.S. ’01, internship ‘03) oversees the Living
Well Eating Smart program at Big Y Foods, Inc. in Springfield,
Massachusetts. She is the primary media spokesperson and
leads the nutrition education outreach with workshops and
health fairs in surrounding communities.

Sally Hammer (internship ’14) is a retail dietitian with
a ShopRite supermarket in East Orange, New Jersey,
providing free one-on-one nutrition consultations,
weight loss classes, and store tours while suggesting
healthy food options to customers. She also
delivers lessons and workshops in local schools,
community centers, and non-profits. Her work
setting keeps her updated on new and healthy food
choices, allowing her to better recommend items
based on an individual’s specific health concerns.
SallyHammer5152@gmail.com

Learn more at www.bigy.com/livingwell or blog.masslive.com/
bigy. They also have a weekly column in The Springfield
Republican. taylor@bigy.com
LivingWellEatingSmart

BigYLWESTeam

Laurie Hainley (internship ’14) is a registered dietitian and nutrition
communications professional with FoodMinds in Washington, D.C. She has
also served as a media nutrition consultant for a variety of organizations,
including the non-profit D.C. Metro Celiac Organization, the Honest Tea
beverage company, and the dietetic private practice A Nu Healthy You.
Hainley is an also an avid gluten-free baker with her own baking blog,
Cakes ‘n Bakes. With her expertise in celiac disease and gluten-free recipe
development, she has assisted several companies in developing gluten-free
products and best practices in gluten-free food production.
lauriehainley@gmail.com
www. hnfe.vt.edu
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“I am grateful that I can apply all of my
experiences from food service, clinical, and
community rotations into my current job.
The internship helped me explore the type of
dietitian I would like to be and gave me the
confidence I needed to succeed.”

After multiple policy-focused rotations during her dietetic internship,
Lindsay Yarabek, M.S., R.D., A.T.C. (internship ’14) is now the director of
food policy and communications with Food Directions LLC. She provides
technical counsel and strategic direction to nutrition, food safety, and
agriculture industry clients and directs a weekly federal newsletter and
monthly international report. Yarabek also serves on the board of the D.C.
Metro Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics as the state media representative
where she works with the social media and public policy committees.
LindsayYarabek@FoodDirectionsDC.com
@FoodDirections
Note: Food Directions LLC is comprised of registered dietitians working
in nutrition policy in the DC-Metro area with a robust summer internship
program. They are happy to accept dietetic interns throughout the year who
are interested in gaining experience in food and agriculture policy.
At left, Yarabek (far right) visits an apple orchard client facility in West Virginia with team
members.

Jennifer Kincaid Schlub
(internship ’14) is the
metabolic registered
dietitian for newborn
screening with South
Carolina’s Department of
Health and Environmental
Control. She works with
metabolic experts and
state legislators to ensure
resources are available
to continue mandatory
screening, improve lab
techniques, and provide
better care for South
Carolinians.
schlubjk@dhec.sc.gov

Accolades to Kimberly Lunsford, R.D., C.N.S.C.
(internship ‘05) who received the 2015 Emerging
Dietetic Leader of the Year award from the
Virginia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics,
which recognizes the competence and activities
of dietitians at the beginning of their careers. She
has been actively engaged in the profession and
serves as a preceptor and a student/intern mentor.
In 2015, Lunsford earned the certified nutrition
support clinician credential and is currently
the nutrition support dietitian at the Salem VA
Medical Center in Salem, Virginia. She is also a
recent past president of the Southwest VAND.
kimberly.lunsford@outlook.com
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CLASS NOTES & NEWS
Send news, updates, and photos to ssonger@vt.edu.

Alumni contact information may be updated by
logging in to HokieSpa with your Virginia Tech
PID and password; for assistance, call 540-2316285. If you have opted out of receiving email
or mail from the university, you must contact
the Alumni Association (alumnidata@vt.edu) to
change this preference.
1970s

Nancy Lankford Hargroves (B.S. ‘71, M.S. ‘73), Manakin-Sabot, Va., is
first vice president of National Garden Clubs Inc.

1980s

Angela Charlton (B.S. ‘82) was
featured in Virginia Tech Magazine for
her work supporting cancer patients.
As an R.D.N. with Carillon Roanoke
Memorial Hospital, she is “intellectually,
emotionally, and spiritually” engaged
with cancer patients who are facing
questions of life and death. Charlton
said, “You can’t just rush in and rush
out. You have to be available and
listen to their stories. Sometimes you
have to hear them repeatedly. People
are grappling with a lot of important
things.”

Charlton (right) develops
therapeutic diets based on
nutritious foods for cancer
patients.

1990s

Gregory Wayne Shawver, M.D. (B.S. ‘96, M.S. HNFE ‘98) of Ivanhoe, Va.,
passed away July 29, 2015. Shawver received his masters in community
nutrition under the direction of Forrest Thye.

2000s

Ali Cross (M.S. ‘02), at right, was
named interim director of Virginia
Tech’s
Recreational
Sports
and
provides oversight of fitness, wellness,
instructional, and aquatic programs, as
well as marketing and communications,
assessment, customer service, and
student development. Cross began her
career with that department in 1999 as
a graduate assistant while working on
her master’s degree in clinical exercise
physiology under the direction of Bill
Herbert. aarner@vt.edu
Taren Gregory Everett (B.S. ‘04) is a registered nurse with the Mercy
Outreach Surgical Team in San Diego, Calif.

www. hnfe.vt.edu
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Tricia Foley (M.S. ‘07) is a registered
dietitian who turned her passion for
health and nutrition into her own
business, Peas and Carrots Diaper Cakes.
Her “cakes” are designed to educate
new and expectant moms about
pre- and post-natal nutrition. Each
diaper cake comes with a “message in
a baby bottle” directing families to her
website for more information, her blog,
and an e-book. Her goal is to offer a
baby gift both precious and practical.
www.peasandcarrotsdiapercakes.com

Erin Palinski-Wade, R.D., C.D.E., L.D.N.
(B.S. ’02), is a nationally recognized
nutrition and fitness expert who
specializes in diabetes, weight
management, sports nutrition, and
cardiovascular disease. She has
contributed to the Dr. Oz Show, The
Doctors, CBS News, EverydayHealth.
com, Dr. Oz’s The Good Life Magazine,
and Costco Diabetes Magazine.
Operating a private practice in
New Jersey, Wade is the author of
Wade’s son Joey loves
“Belly Fat Diet for Dummies,” “2 Day
fresh healthy fruit!
Diabetes Diet,” and “Walking The
photo Kristen Rath Photography
Weight Off for Dummies;” she is the
co-author of “Flat Belly Cookbook for Dummies.” She is also the featured
expert in the best selling diabetes iPad app “Diabetes: What Now.”
www.erinpalinski.com
Sarah Davis Ohlhorst (B.S. ‘04) and Craig P. Ohlhorst (ACIS ‘03) had a
son on December 2, 2014.
Cameron Wells, M.P.H., R.D., (B.S. ‘09) is
a registered dietitian for the nonprofit
Physicians Committee for Responsible
Medicine and Barnard Medical Center
and guides clinical research studies,
employee wellness, and nutrition
education initiatives for K-12 schools.
In an article for U.S. News and World
Report, she shared how to make the
most of macronutrients in diets and
provides recommendations for smart
food choices. Fat, Carbs and Protein:
What’s Your Macronutrient profile?
http://goo.gl/xwTBWp

Jennie Schafer Zabinsky (B.S. ’09, internship ’10) and her husband
Sam had twin boys, Kyle and Kaleb, on May 20, 2015. Zabinksy is
Virginia Tech’s director of sports nutrition. jlschaf@vt.edu

2010s

Abby Esmond (M.S. ’15) and
Micah Esmond, a doctoral student
in mechanical engineering, were
married June 14, 2014.

On September 3, 2014, Angela Anderson (Ph.D. ’13) and husband
Jonathan had a daughter, Sonja Jane, who joined brothers Søren
(6) and Leif (3). Anderson works part time at Pikes Peak Community
College and Colorado College, and Jonathan works for MITRE in
Colorado Springs. angela@andersoj.org

Bailey with two of her committee
members, co-chairs Jamie Zoellner
and Jennie Hill.

Torn between a career in
medicine and academia,
Josh Bostic (B.S. ’12,
M.S. ’15) pursued a
master’s degree to
help with the decision,
and at the end of his
first year, was offered
a position with Hope
Jahren’s
geobiology
lab at the University of
Hawaii. At UH, he became interested in environmental science while
working on climate change projects and finished his master’s degree.
He is now pursuing his Ph.D. at the University of Göttingen with the
department of agricultural soil science and will research plant-derived
lipids in soil metabolism to understand their role in the global carbon
cycle. He is thrilled to have “finally found what I want to dedicate my life
to.” bosticjn@gmail.com

Angie Bailey (Ph.D. ’15)
successfully defended her
dissertation
“Exploring
health disparities in rural
regions of Virginia: The
impact of health literacy
and social capital.” Bailey
is now a faculty member
at Rowan University where
she teaches health classes
and develops curriculum.
She hopes to eventually
focus on community health
promotion.
aileya@rowan.edu

Kristen DeAngelis (B.S. ’13)
is a dietitian, personal trainer,
and fitness instructor with the
University of Cincinnati. She
also works for TriHealth as a
clinical
registered
dietitian
at the Montgomery Medical
Pavilion, conducting nutrition
education
sessions
and
one-on-one nutrition counseling. DeAngelis blogs for celebrity
nutritionist Haylie Pomroy and is taking her own private clients at
www.kristendeangeliswellness.com.

Katherine Ferguson (B.S.
‘10, M.S. ‘11) and Brendan
Wallace (FIN ‘10) were
married on June 27, 2015.
keferg10@gmail.com

Carol Kahoun (B.S. ‘15) received the 2016 Weaver-James-Corrigan
Award, an ACC postgraduate scholarship.
Kelly Otey (B.S. ‘10) and Timothy Brown (B.S. ‘10) were married
on May 2, 2015.
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Last fall, HNFE first year students and their
instructor took learning outside the
classroom by REGULARLY climbing THE
stairs at Lane Stadium!

#HNFESTUDENTS

